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Preface
This original marketing research project was completed by Kamila Achi, Alexander
Friechrich, Gabriela Prylinski, and Kelsey White during their Spring 2018 semester of their
undergraduate careers at Bradley University under the guidance of Dr. Mitch Griffin. This research
team worked with representatives from Peoria’s Downtown Development Corporation (DDC) and
Peoria’s Downtown Advisory Commission (DAC) in order to help them improve Downtown
Peoria, Illinois.
Our team focused on the employees who work in Downtown Peoria but may live elsewhere.
After meeting with DDC and DAC, our team defined and refined high level research objectives.
These research objectives guided our secondary and qualitative research. Secondary research
consisted of comparing Peoria’s Downtown to similar cities that had conducted survey research in
the past. Qualitative research consisted of interviewing employees that currently work in Downtown
Peoria in order to refine our research objectives and potential survey questions. Our team created a
sampling plan and developed the questionnaire.
Ultimately, the goal of his project is to improve Downtown Peoria by providing findings
based on employee perceptions of the Downtown area.
Thank you for the opportunity to work with the DDC and DAC. We hope you find our
findings useful.
Kamila Achi
Alexander Friedrich
Gabriela Prylinski
Kelsey White
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Background
With a population of around 115,000 people, Peoria is the largest city on the Illinois River.
Not only is Peoria largest city on the river, but it is also the oldest community in Illinois. Peoria does
have a lot to offer, but the DAC and the DDC were developed to make sure the downtown area
grew at the same rate as the rest of the Peoria area. The downtown is split into four districts: The
Warehouse District, The Business District,The Riverfront District, and The Medical District. Inside
the Warehouse District, there is Dozer Park. After watching the Peoria Chiefs at Dozer Park, people
can go right down the road and get a brick oven pizza at Sugar. Once the weekend is over at the
ballpark, it is time to get back to work in the Business District. There are many business located in
this district and one of the most notable is the headquarters of Caterpillar. Caterpillar is a Fortune 50
company that has been in downtown Peoria for many years. When high level customers of
Caterpillar fly into Peoria, they can easily stay at in the areas best hotels located in the Business
District. After the long work week is over, people go have fun at the Riverfront District. At the
Riverfront District, people can exercise right next to the water all along the paved walking paths.
There are numerous museums and activities always happening on the riverfront. During the
summer, there is even a fresh market place on the riverfront. After rolling an ankle while running
next to the river, people can get their ankle put in a splint in the Medical District. Inside the Medical
District, Peoria has two amazing hospitals. The staff at OSF and Methodist have helped save
countless lives. Thousands of employees are employed at both hospitals and people from all over
the state travel to these facilities for medical care. Downtown Peoria truly has a lot to offer for all of
the people in Peoria. The four districts are very very distinct and add their own unique
characteristics to the downtown area. The DDC and the DAC are continuing their mission to
improve the downtown area so it can be the best downtown in all of Illinois.
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Methodology
On Monday, January 22, 2018 our team had its first meeting with the DDC and DAC. We
met with Angie Walker and Mark Misselhorn in order to gain some knowledge about the work they
do for Downtown Peoria and how they plan to develop it. This meeting helped us set figure out
some objectives to cover as we began our research project. It also allowed our team to focus more
on the Downtown employees.
After setting the expectations with both Angie and Mark, we set objectives that focused on
the figuring out the needs of Downtown Peoria employees. These objectives focused on safety,
parking, restaurant options and other needs that we might not be aware of. Our team made sure we
were covering all the topics that both Angie and Mark discussed and we approved it with them.
Next, our team dug deep into secondary research to receive some insight into what other
cities might have done to develop their Downtown areas. We also tried to see what events have been
done in Peoria and what attracted people to the are. Whatever information we couldn’t find through
secondary research, our team took it a step further and collected qualitative data.
For the qualitative data our team developed questions that would allow us to get more
insight in a focus group format. We believed it would be more effective to talk to current employees
working in different districts of Downtown Peoria. Being able to personally discuss some of the
questions would allow us to dig deep into the responses and see if there is valuable information we
are missing.
The weekend of February 16th, we went to collect our qualitative data in some Downtown
Peoria businesses. We first started with Riverfront Museum and Civic Center, where we collected a
lot of data from Downtown employees. Then we also collected information from Merrill Lynch,
Holiday Inn Express and Suites - Riverfront, Zion Coffee Company, and OSF Saint Francis Medical
Center. This allowed us to see consistent themes within our collected data and conclude the topics
that we wanted to discuss in our final survey.
After we collected both the secondary and qualitative data, the next step was preparing for
the collection of our quantitative data. Our quantitative data was going to be collected through the
distribution of a survey. The survey was constructed based on the objectives we prepared and
further information we wanted to collect within each objective. We decided to divide the survey into
seven part that we felt would be important. The first section consisted of employees patronage of
restaurants followed by parking questions, cleanliness and safety, event and activities in Downtown
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Peoria, improvements, overall satisfaction, and finally personal questions. Many of the questions
were formatted to follow the likert scale, but there were some open-ended.
Once we had a rough draft of what questions we wanted our survey to consist of, we revised
it and made sure we were covering our objectives. Then we send it out to Angie and Mark to
provide us with feedback and to make sure that the survey would cover questions that they wanted
responses to. After we received feedback, we modified the survey to make it shorter and placed it
into Qualtrics.
On Tuesday, April 3, 2018 our team distributed the survey to businesses in the Downtown
Peoria area, which had been in contact with the DCC and DAC. On Wednesday, April 18, 2018 we
closed off the survey with 356 responses. After cleaning the survey data and getting rid of responses
that were not finished, we ended with 309 responses. These 309 responses were used as we moved
forward. Finally, we analyzed our results and made recommendations.
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Project Objectives
1. What would you like to see added to Downtown Peoria based on previous use and future
need?
2. What amenities and food services do you currently utilize during your lunch break?
3. How does the downtown environment (cleanliness and safety) affect your decision to spend
your free time in downtown Peoria?
4. What would motivate you to return to downtown Peoria outside of the workday?
5. How is parking availability, location, and security viewed by downtown employees?
6. How satisfied are you as a worker in downtown Peoria?
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Qualitative Research Report
Qualitative data was collected in the form of interviews with employees in order to gain an
understanding of their thoughts regarding downtown Peoria. We asked every interviewee the
following questions:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Why did you choose to work in downtown Peoria?
Describe your ideal weekend in downtown Peoria.
What makes you return to downtown Peoria outside of the workday?
How do you feel about the parking in downtown Peoria?
If you could change one thing about the downtown area what would you change?
What is your favorite downtown city?
What makes that downtown so special to you?
What is your level of safety in downtown Peoria?

We interviewed with the following employers:
● Merrill Lynch
● Riverfront Museum
● Peoria Civic Center
● Holiday Inn Express and Suites - Riverfront
● Zion Coffee Company
● OSF Saint Francis Medical Center
Merrill Lynch
We interviewed a total of four people that work at Merrill Lynch in downtown Peoria. We
tried to get a range of ages, genders, and the amount of time they have been working downtown.
Our youngest interviewee was twenty years old and has worked downtown for little over a year, and
our oldest interviewee was sixty-five years old and has worked downtown for twenty-three years. We
interviewed two men and two women. Even with this wide range, we found some similarities
between the interviewees.
All of the interviewees said that they did not choose the downtown, the downtown chose
them. The only reason they are working downtown is because Merrill Lynch is located there. The
item that our interviewees disliked the most was the reverse angled parking. They either did not
want to do it, did not know how to do it, or did not want to wait in traffic for other people to do it.
We believe that this is a concern because if downtown Peoria expands parking, they should not
expand the reverse angled parking.The two women we interviewed had safety concerns. They
wanted to feel safe at night and did not want to be approached by the homeless on the riverfront or
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downtown. This is a problem because people will not bring their families downtown if they are
concerned about their safety.
When we asked the Merrill Lynch interviewees what they would like to see downtown, they
said nicer restaurants, boutique shops, and parks. They wanted nicer restaurants so they could come
back to downtown outside of the workday. The interviewees wanted boutique shops so they could
shop during their lunch break or shop right after work. Having more parks with playgrounds or dog
parks would convince the interviewees to come back to downtown over the weekend. As of now,
the only reason for the interviewees to come back to downtown is for family friendly shows at the
Peoria Civic Center, with the exception of the twenty year old. Over the summer, they enjoy hanging
out at the riverfront. When we asked them about downtown, they immediately thought about the
riverfront and what the riverfront had to offer (they wish there was more). We believe that this
focus on the riverfront is fine, but we want to make other parts of the downtown more appealing.
Riverfront Museum
We continued our series of interviews by talking to a forty-nine year old female who has
been employed by the Riverfront Museum for fifteen years. She described her ideal weekend in
downtown Peoria as one that is filled with shows and concerts and nice weather so she can walk up
and down the riverfront with her friends to catch up. She chose to work in downtown Peoria
because it’s her hometown, and she loves that they are putting breath back into Peoria, the history of
the city and how it has been revived, and says she has a sense of pride in working downtown and
being part of the community. She also enjoys the variety of coffee shops and restaurants, such as
Thyme, that are located downtown.
The things that make her return to downtown Peoria outside her workday are concerts and
events, the Taste of Peoria, and the farmer’s market. She stated that she does not come downtown
just to hang out, but if something is going on she loves supporting the community. When asked
about the parking situation in downtown Peoria, she reacted negatively and said that she has issues
by the Civic Center by where you back in. If needed she will pay to park on the deck but dislikes
having to pay $5-7, but knows it is the safer option for her. Often times she says people park their
cars very poorly, and the meter attendants do not do anything about it.
When asked if she could change one thing about downtown Peoria she said she wishes there
would be more done for the homeless population in Peoria. She said there a lot of people living on
the park benches downtown, and she wishes there were more shelter options utilized in the vacant
buildings downtown. Many people, especially in the older generation, refuse to go to the museum or
in that area because they say they are afraid. People fear the area because of the mass homeless
population and violence. This statement led to asking about her personal safety in which she said
she doesn’t feel safe walking alone at night downtown but feels safer if she is in a group. She
wouldn’t drive around in the downtown area at night unless she absolutely has to and will go out of
her way to drive around them because there are drive bys, and she says it’s a scary area.
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Finally, in regard to her downtown city she said her favorite is New York City (Manhattan,
specifically); she loves that it never sleeps, and there is always something to do, somewhere to eat
and something to see (in regard to shows, etc).
Peoria Civic Center
Our next interview was with a thirty year old female that works at the Peoria Civic Center.
She has been working in the same place for ten years and she really enjoys her job. One of the things
she mentioned was that she doesn’t see herself living in another area, and she is happy to be in
Downtown Peoria for most of her day. When we asked her what her ideal weekend would be in the
Downtown Peoria area, she said that since she has little kids that they like to go to museums and out
to a nice restaurant. However, if she wasn’t with her kids she would go to the bars with friends and
enjoy the atmosphere there. To follow-up with that question we asked her why she choose to work
in Downtown Peoria, and she said a big part of it was the job she received. She plans concerts in the
Civic Center, and she loves the people she works with; therefore, that is why she choose to stay
there. Also, she likes the fact that the Downtown Peoria area has a great work atmosphere, and that
it’s a small city, as compared to Chicago.
Next, we asked her what made her return to the Downtown Peoria area outside of the
workday, and she said it was mostly the activities that were going on. She really likes to do things
outdoors, and she hears a lot of things from word-of-mouth or just from Facebook. When
questioned about the parking availability in downtown Peoria, she said that she never had a problem
with it, and she thinks it is great. She said it was mostly due to her working in the area and knowing
exactly where to park. There might be instances where she does have to walk a short distance
because of parking, but she didn’t mind it. Also, she commented on there not being enough retail
stores and restaurants. She said that having more retail stores and restaurants is something that could
be improved.“It could increase the traffic downtown and more people would go.”
After we asked her what her favorite downtown city was, and she responded that there was
no favorite one she could think of, but she does like when downtown areas are a good mix of family
friendly and fun. Also, downtown areas should have things to do and places to walk around. Finally,
we asked her how safe she felt in the area and she said it was pretty safe for her. There are some
spots where you might not be able to walk around alone, but mostly the bar areas are fine at night.
“You just have to be cautious of where you walk and be with people.”
Holiday Inn Express and Suites - Riverfront
Holiday Inn Express and Suites-Riverfront is the next business we interviewed for
information regarding downtown Peoria. The Front Desk Manager was very willing to answer
interview questions openly and honestly. As a twenty-six year old male, he has worked in downtown
Peoria for four years and expressed his enjoyment in doing so. The opportunity to work at the hotel
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came about, and since he loves working with people and has lived in Peoria for all of his life, he
decided to work in downtown Peoria. He described his ideal weekend in downtown Peoria as a
warm day where he is able to go to Dozer Park to watch a few baseball games and end the night by
eating at the restaurant Sugar. He mentioned many reasons he returns to downtown Peoria outside
of the workday. One main reason he chooses to return is because Peoria is a quaint, downtown area.
The good vibes of the nightlight, the convenience of everything being so close together, and walking
on the river are also reasons he returns to downtown Peoria outside of the workday. He also
mentioned his enjoyment in eating at Obed and Isaac’s as one of the main reasons to return
downtown.
Although he enjoys working downtown and visiting downtown outside of the workday, he is
a bit concerned about the parking situation in downtown Peoria. He recommends there are more
parking places/garages in general, but also there should be more free parking for people who are not
able to pay the garage’s fees or the meter’s fees every single day. When asked about one thing he
would change in downtown Peoria, he was very adamant about expressing there should be more
businesses for local people and tourists to enjoy: restaurants and attractions.
We then asked him about his favorite downtown city. He indicated that Houston, Texas is
his city of choice because of how big it is. He conveyed that the reasons it is so special to him is
because of the architecture, the individual designs of all of the buildings, and the many different
restaurants to choose from. No safety issues were expressed.
Zion Coffee Company
Zion Coffee Company is a huge hit in downtown Peoria for avid coffee drinkers and for a
neat place to relax and unwind. With the young, chilled-out vibes of the coffee house, it’s not
surprising that we interviewed a twenty year old female associate. She has been working in
downtown Peoria for a year and one month. She is very passionate about Zion, but she expressed
that she did not really choose to work in downtown Peoria. The community of downtown Peoria is
growing, and that is one of the main reasons she likes working in downtown. A few problems arise,
though, when discussing parking in downtown Peoria. The main problem is that most of the parking
is on the street around Zion. Another problem is that there is not a whole lot of parking. Although
there are these potential problems, she has never had a real problem finding a parking spot around
the areas of downtown Peoria she needs to park in.
Outside of the workday, she really enjoys visiting the coffee community in general. She likes
being apart of the growing area of downtown Peoria and will continue visiting the Riverwalk for fun.
The ideal weekend in downtown Peoria that she describes is eating at Obed and Isaacs, stopping by
Zion to enjoy the atmosphere and the drinks, and in the nice weather, walk around the Peoria
Riverfront. Despite the fact that she appreciates the downtown Peoria area for many different
reasons, there is something she would change to make the downtown Peoria area better. In order for
downtown Peoria area to benefit more, she would like to see more businesses choose the downtown
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Peoria area rather than other cities or downtown areas. This will draw more people to downtown,
and she hopes this will make the downtown-life more lively and fun.
After all of the other interview questions were answered, we asked her what her favorite
downtown city was. She expressed interest in downtown Chicago; the reason it is so special to her is
because of how much there is to do there. She enjoys the energetic and active atmosphere where
there is many people hustling and bustling no matter the time of day.
OSF Saint Francis Medical Center
We interviewed a twenty-eight year old female employee from OSF, and she was not very
pleased with the downtown. She said that nothing would bring her back to downtown Peoria
outside of the workday because “Peoria is not family friendly, and there needs to be more things for
families to do.” She does not like parking in Peoria because it gives her a lot of anxiety; she never
knows where to park. Like most people, she would prefer to park in a parking lot rather than on the
street. She mentioned that when the weather gets warmer she would like to see more merchants on
the streets and turn the city into a “block party”. This interests her because it is something that is
fun for the whole family.
The other twenty-eight year old female employee from OSF thought that downtown needed
to be safer. She thought that more security around local restaurants, bars, and other places would
make her feel more comfortable. She also did not like the parking in the downtown because it is
usually very far away from where she was going. She did not like the long walks and how some of
the parking areas were not very well lit. If the parking spaces were closer to her destination and well
lit, her visits downtown would be much more enjoyable. The interviewee would also like to see more
recreational activities along with nicer restaurants for a night out.
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Key Takeaway Points
Zion- main points:
-more parking areas
-more business to come to downtown Peoria
-wants it to be more lively/fun
-likes Obed and Isaacs/ the coffee community
-likes walking the riverfront
Holiday Inn- main points:
-more free parking areas
- likes restaurants Sugar and Obed and Isaacs
-Dozer Park is a fun activity, but would like to see more downtown
- likes walking the riverfront
Peoria civic center- main points:
-wants to see more restaurants and retail stores. Especially for lunch time (fast food)
-wants more activities
-likes the bars and atmosphere
-wants more places to walk around
-safety isn’t as much of a concern in the day but at night u can’t be alone
RiverFront Museum- main points:
-people come back to downtown for events like concerts/farmer's market
-more stores/restaurants
-safety at night is sketch, lots of homeless people, some people fear the area
-parking meters need to be better monitored
-downtowns with places to walk around/stuff going on are ideal
Merrill Lynch and OSF- main points:
Safety at night
Nicer restaurants
More Parks
More boutique shops
Better parking options (far away, street)
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Secondary Research
Demographics of Workers in Downtown Peoria
The DDC/DAC are interested in the employees that work in the greater downtown area of
Peoria, Illinois. This area is defined in the two pictures that follow.

There are an estimated 26,700 employees that work in downtown Peoria this makes up 35%
of the city’s entire employment of 76,545.1The largest sectors of workers are 14,200 Health Care and
Social Assistance employees, 3,100 Public Administration employees, 2,200 Professional, Scientific
and Technical Service employees,1,900 Administration and Support and Waste Management and
Remediation Services.1 The fastest growing sectors are Health Care (+2,500 since 2006), and Arts,
Entertainment and Recreation (+500 since 2006).1 The largest decreasing sectors are Public
Administration (-1,100 since 2006), and Manufacturing (-700 since 2006).1
The following table details employment trends in Greater Downtown Peoria from 2006 to 2014:

The above table details the 4 major downtown employers as of June 2016. However, the
recent announcement that Caterpillar will no longer be relocating their headquarters to downtown
Peoria and instead relocating to Chicago.2 This means that the long term growth prospects of
Caterpillar’s Peoria employment are likely small.
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Popular Restaurants and Activities in Downtown Peoria, East Peoria and Peoria Heights
We searched for pertinent information relative to highly regarded restaurants and things to
do in Peoria based on customer ratings on Yelp and Tripadvisor. Some commonalities that were
noted between restaurants in East Peoria, Peoria and Peoria Heights were the “casual” ambiance,
with a couple dressy places in the mix, many of these places were listed in the $11-30 price range on
average, with a couple places in the $10 and under category (Yelp), and the vast majority requiring
waiter/sit-down services. However, almost every top restaurant listed offered take-out, which is
deemed friendly for Peoria employees, since they could call/place their order in advance and
conveniently pick it up and bring it back to work. Only one restaurant (Pho Noodle House) offered
delivery, which could be seen as a con for employees versus ordering from competitors nearby such
as Jimmy John’s. Traditional American food was the most popular in terms of the top restaurants as
well.
From the data collected on Yelp and Tripadvisor it was noted that many downtown-district
restaurants offered private lot parking, while some simply relied on street parking, which could be
seen as a risk for employees trying to get in and out as fast as possible versus driving to East Peoria
and picking up Qdoba or Panera in a more spacious lot that thrives on people picking up food and
heading back to their destination. Downtown employees are located near many of the highly
regarded restaurants, as noted in maps provided by the DDC on their websites segmented by the
type of workplace (i.e. Medical, Government, etc.).
Additionally, we thought it was important to uncover the top 10 things to do in Peoria,
determined by ranking on TripAdvisor. Since these are located in downtown Peoria, it could give
employees the option to head straight to them after work. This includes the variety of restaurants
located in the various downtown districts. For instance, if an employee got off work around 5 they
have the option to head over to Thyme down the street from their workplace, versus driving to
East Peoria for Noodles. This could include both takeout or utilizing the sit-down service, at the
convenience of the employee and what they are looking for. The major pro of this is emphasizing
that there are convenient food options for downtown employees, that are comparable to those in
East Peoria.
Finally, by seeing the different kinds of food places that are most highly regarded by Peoria
citizens it is important to note the qualities, types of food and prices that individuals find acceptable.
This information can be deemed as important when considering new restaurants to add and build
upon in the downtown. Casual dining seemed to take precedence in the Yelp and Tripadvisor
rankings, inferring that many Peorians enjoy having a casual, relaxing ambiance to dine at after a day
at the office, or to kick back and relax during their weekend.
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Restaurant Name

District

Price
Range

Parking

Delivery

Other Info.

Thyme Kitchen and
Craft Beer

Warehouse
District

$$,
$11-30

Private
Lot

No

-Takeout
-Sit-down/waiter
service
-Casual
-4 Stars

Blue Duck Barbecue
Tavern

Riverfront

$$,
$11-30

N/A

No

-Takeout
-Sit-down/waiter
service
-Casual
-4 stars

Chef Moussa

N/a

$, Under
$10

N/A

No

-Mediterranean
-Casual
-5 stars

Obed & Isaac’s
Microbrewery and
Eatery

Central
District

$$,
$11-30

Private
Lot

No

-Casual
-American
-3.5 stars

The Chef and the Baker

N/a

$$,
$11-30

Street

No

-American, Dessert,
Cupcakes
-5 stars

Restaurant Name

Price Range

Delivery

Parking Lot

Other info.

Pho Noodle House

Under $10

Yes

Private Lot

-Vietnamese
-Casual
-4.5 stars

Jonah’s Seafood House

$11-30

No

Private Lot

-Casual
-4 stars

East Port Galley
Restaurant and Pub

Under $10

No

Private Lot

-Seafood +
American
-4.5 stars
Casual
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Restaurant Name

Price
Range

Delivery Parking
Lot

Other Info.

The Publik House

$11-30

No

-Gastropub, American

Street

-4.5 stars
-Casual/intimate
Hearth

$31-60

No

Street

-4.5 stars
-Dressy, Romantic, Casual,
Upscale
-American

Cayenne

$11-30

No

Street

-Tacos/Mexican Food
-Casual/Trendy
-4.5 stars

Chef Moussa

Under $10

No

N/A

-5 stars
-Mediterranean
-Casual

Edge by Chef Dustin
Allen

$31-60

No

Private Lot

-American, Southern, Seafood
-Dressy, Trendy
-4 stars

Tripadvisor's “Top Things to do in Peoria” Sorted by Ranking:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Grand View Drive
Caterpillar Visitors Center
Peoria Zoo
Dozer Park
Peoria Riverfront Museum
Peoria Civic Center
Peoria Playhouse Children’s Museum
Forest Park
Luthy Botanical Garden

10. Spirit of Peoria - Day Boat Tours
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Commute to Work, Parking in Downtown Peoria during Working Hours, & Work
Transportation
During a normal work week, there are many people on the roads attempting to get to work
on time. Most employees who work in the Downtown Peoria area (82.1%) prefer to drive alone
when choosing a transportation method; therefore, traffic is a huge roadblock when it comes to the
time an employee allots to get to work and what time an employee physically shows up and clocks in
for work. The information listed below was a survey taken in the downtown Peoria area by current
employees who are sixteen years of age or older.11 
In downtown Peoria, the roads are busiest between 6:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m.1 There is some
slower traffic periods beginning before 5 a.m. until 6 a.m. and after 8:30 a.m. until 11:00 a.m.1 The
typical duration range for commuters to get from their house to their workplace during these peak
times is between 15 to 19 minutes.11 Over 12,000 commuters submitted that it takes them between
15-19 minutes to get to work from their homes while other duration ranges that were significant
were 10-14 minutes (just over 11,000 commuters) and 20-24 minutes (over 8,000 commuters).11
*Key Takeaway Points on Commuting to Work:
1. Roads are busiest between 6:00 a.m and 8:30 a.m.
2. Most commuters have around a 15-19 minute drive to work
Not only can rush hour traffic be a hassle in the mornings but so can parking, especially in a
'downtown' setting. If an employee allots a good enough amount of time to get to work (if we are
using the 15-19 minute time range to get from the residence to work, this means the employee
leaves 30 minutes before her shift starts), but pulls into a completely full parking garage or has to
park 4 blocks down from where she normally parks, this is going to cause problems regarding being
on time and the employee's views of the Downtown Peoria parking situation.
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As you can see there are 17 (most popular) parking garages highlighted in the map of the
Downtown Peoria area. These parking garages/decks can tailor to employees who want to pay
certain prices as well as the employee's frequency in the parking garage itself. 11 of these parking
garages including Niagra Deck, Twin Towers, and Hamilton garage have a 12-hour parking price
between $6-$7, and 15 of these parking garages including Becker Deck, Tech Deck, and River
Financial have full month prices between $57-$75.12 The flexibility between these parking garages in
price will help employees in the Downtown Peoria area find what they are looking for within their
budget.
The time it takes for an employee to commute to work and find a parking spot in a nearby
parking garage is not always going to be a struggle for some employees. Some employees in the
Downtown Peoria area prefer to catch public transportation, walk, or ride their bicycle. Although
very few, some even prefer to carpool to work.The information compiled below was collected from
a survey taken by Downtown Peoria employees 16 years of age and older.
Referring to what was stated above, most employees in the Downtown Peoria area (82.1%)
like to drive alone when going to work.13 Others prefer public transportation (2.5%), like the Citylink
bus, to transport them to work.13 Some Downtown Peoria employees prefer to get their exercise or
they live so close to work that they would rather walk (2.6%).13 Also, bicycling is not very common
in the Downtown Peoria area among employees, but there are 0.22% of people who bicycle to
work.13
With all of these statistics stated above, it is clearly a necessity for Downtown Peoria to be
aware of the employees commute times as well as parking situations in the Downtown Peoria area in
order to better assist and conform to the needs and wants of the employees.
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Safety Concerns
Safety is usually a concern for people living or working in the city. It is very hard to measure
how safe a city is, but it is very easy to measure the amount of crime occurring because it is
quantitative data. The three cities listed below (Davenport, Sandy Springs, Peoria) are all similar in
population and we believe they are all very comparable in other aspects as well. We think that
comparing the crime rates of all three of the cities will give us more of an accurate representation on
the safety of Peoria, Illinois comparatively speaking. *Note: The higher the crime index, the better.

Please see below for the quantitative information that was found on the three cities.
Davenport, Iowa
●
●
●
●

Davenport, Iowa is considered to only be safer than 4% of all U.S. cities.
The annual amount of crimes in Davenport, Iowa is 5,751.
The annual amount of violent crimes in Davenport, Iowa is 750.
The annual amount of property crimes in Davenport, Iowa is 5,001.
Sandy Springs, Georgia

●
●
●
●

Sandy Springs, Georgia is considered to only be safer than 20% of all U.S. cities.
The annual amount of crimes in Sandy Springs, Georgia is 3,032.
The annual amount of violent crimes in Sandy Springs, Georgia is 145.
The annual amount of property crimes in Sandy Springs, Georgia is 2,887.
Peoria, Illinois

●
●
●
●

Peoria, Illinois is considered to only be safer than 7% of all U.S. cities.
The annual amount of crimes in Peoria, Illinois is 5,304.
The annual amount of violent crimes in Peoria, Illinois is 605.
The annual amount of property crimes in Peoria, Illinois is 4,429.
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Comparable Downtown Development
● Nashville, Tennessee
o Downtown Nashville Employee Survey Results:
o 1,285 employee surveys were completed in 2015 and are taken every year. Of the
surveys, 90% of the respondents agree that Downtown Nashville is a fun place to
work. 95% of survey respondents agree that downtown has a positive and energetic
atmosphere. The top three positive attributes about working downtown were:
Downtown Energy/Excitement, Central Location & Dining Options (tie), Special
Events. This research found that the development done in Tennessee has been
effective, but there still needs to be some improvements.
● Davenport, Iowa
o Davenport is the largest city and economic engine of the bi-state Quad-Cities area it is a premier place to start or grow your business. The economic development staff
is ready to connect businesses with the resources they need to create jobs and
improve the quality of life in Davenport. Davenport is the ideal location for your
business due to its strong Midwestern work ethic and optimal access to several
modes of transportation and is the nexus of Interstate 80 and the Mississippi River.
There are a variety of programs and activities available at low cost.
● Owensboro, Kentucky
o The City of Owensboro is committed to using funds to good use. They have used
funds for:
● Create Neighborhood Redevelopment Plans such as BaptistTown, Old
Germantown District, Mechanicsville and Triplett Twist Neighborhood;
● Build and Reconstruct Streets, Sidewalks and make Other Public
Improvements;
● Manage a Homebuyer Program that Constructs new homes that are sold to
low to moderate income individuals and families (300 homes constructed and
sold so far);
● Manage an Existing Homeowner Rehab Program that helps people make
repairs to their homes (over 445 homes renovated so far);
● Create Partnerships with nonprofit and private Developers to expand the
availability of affordable housing (over 220 rental units created);
● Administer the Historic Preservation and the Downtown Design Review
Process;
● Assist developers thru the regulatory process in Downtown;
● Administer other special grants and projects.
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Questionnaire
MTG 341 DDC/DAC Survey
Q82 Is your physical workplace located in Downtown Peoria? [LOCATION]
o Yes (1), No (3)
Skip To: Q83 If Is your physical workplace located in Downtown Peoria? = No
Q1 This study is being conducted by a group of undergraduate students from Bradley University for
our Marketing Research class. Our clients are Peoria’s Downtown Development Corporation (DDC)
and Peoria’s Downtown Advisory Commission (DAC). The goal of this study is to determine how
Downtown Peoria can develop in order to suit the needs of those who work there. We appreciate
your assistance with our project.

Q6 This section asks about some of your behaviors associated with working downtown and
your patronage of restaurants. Please rate the following statements on a scale from 0 to 10,
with “0” indicating Never to “10” indicating Often.
Q8 How often do you leave work on your lunch/breaks to run errands at Downtown Peoria
convenience/grocery stores? [LUNCHCSTORE] Mean: 2.06
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q9 How often do you use fitness centers in the Downtown area? [LUNCHFIT] Mean: 0.95
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q10 How often do you use a barber shop/salon services on your lunch/breaks? [LUNCHsalon]
Mean: 0.97
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q14 How long is your typical lunch break during your workday? [LUNCHLength] Mean: 1.74
o 30 minutes (1), 60 minutes (2), Other (3) __________
Q80 When in season, how often do you visit the food carts/trucks per week? [FOOD1] Mean: 1.95
o 0 (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), 6 (7), 7+ (8)
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Q15 How many times in a typical week do you eat at a restaurant/coffee shop in Downtown Peoria
during your workday? [FOOD2] Mean: 2.15
o 0 (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), 6 (7), 7+ (8)
Q16 How many times in a typical week do you eat at a restaurant/coffee shop outside of
Downtown Peoria during your workday? [FOOD3] Mean: 2.77
o 0 (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), 6 (7), 7+ (8)
Q17 How many times in a typical week do you eat at a restaurant/coffee shop in Downtown Peoria
outside of your workday? [FOOD4] Mean: 1.8
o 0 (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), 6 (7), 7+ (8)
Q18 How many times in a typical week do you eat at a restaurant/coffee shop outside of
Downtown Peoria outside of your workday? [FOOD5] Mean: 3.28
o 0 (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), 6 (7), 7+ (8)
Q19 How many times in a typical week do you order delivery/carry-out from a restaurant/coffee
shop in Downtown Peoria? [FOOD6] Mean: 1.52
o 0 (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), 6 (7), 7+ (8)
Q20 How many times in a typical week do you order delivery/carry-out from a restaurant/coffee
shop outside of Downtown Peoria? [FOOD7] Mean: 1.99
o 0 (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), 6 (7), 7+ (8)
Q21 On a scale from 0 to 10, with “0” indicating Highly Dissatisfied to “10” indicating Highly
Satisfied, please indicate how satisfied you are with the restaurant options in Downtown Peoria
[FOOD8] Mean: 3.67
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q35 The following questions are about parking in the Downtown Peoria area.
Q36 Where do you normally park during the workday? [PARK1] Mean: 5.59
o Free Street Parking(1), Metered/Paid Street Parking(2), Private Garage Provided by Work(3),
Private Garage not provided by Work(4), Free Parking Lot(5), Paid/Metered Parking Lot(6),
Parking Lot Provided by Work(7), Other(8) ____________
Q37 If you visit the Downtown area outside of the workday, where do you typically park? [PARK3]
Mean: 3.25

o Free Street Parking(1), Metered/Paid Street Parking(2), Private Garage Provided by Work(3),
Private Garage not provided by Work(4), Free Parking Lot(5), Paid/Metered Parking Lot(6),
Parking Lot Provided by Work(7), Other(8) ____________
Q38 On average, how long is your walk from your parking spot to your job location (in minutes)?
[PARK5] Mean: 1.06
o 0-5 minutes (1), 6-10 minutes (2), 11-15 minutes (3), 16-20 minutes (4), 21-25 minutes (5), 26-30
minutes (6), 31 minutes or more (7)
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Q39 Reverse Parking (refer to question below)

Q40 I like parking in reversed angled parking. [PARK6] Mean: 2.69
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q41 It is easy to find parking in Downtown Peoria. [PARK7] Mean: 5.07
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q42 I feel secure leaving my car in Downtown parking during the workday. [PARK8] Mean: 7.08
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q43 I feel secure leaving my car in Downtown parking outside of the workday. [PARK9] Mean: 5.26
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q23 The following questions are about cleanliness and safety of the downtown Peoria area.
On a scale from 0 to 10, with “0” indicating Strongly Disagree to “10” indicating Strongly
Agree, please indicate your level of agreement with each statement.
Q25 I am happy with the overall cleanliness of Downtown Peoria. [CLEAN1] Mean: 5.38
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q26 I can easily find a trash can when I am looking for one in Downtown Peoria. [CLEAN2]
Mean: 5.94
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q28 I feel safe walking to/from my workplace when it is light out. [SAFE1] Mean: 7.99
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q29 I feel safe walking to/from my workplace when it is dark out. [SAFE2] Mean: 5.57
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q32 Downtown Peoria streets are well lit. [SAFE3] Mean: 6.18
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
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Q33 There is an appropriate police presence in Downtown Peoria that makes me feel safe. [SAFE4]
Mean: 5.26
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q34 I often feel threatened by persistent panhandlers/homeless. [SAFE5] Mean: 5.26
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q44 This section asks about the events and activities you attend in the Downtown Peoria
area.
Q47 I attend activities in Downtown Peoria on the weekdays. [ACT1] Mean: 3.05
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q48 I attend activities in Downtown Peoria on the weekends. [ACT2] Mean: 4.83
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q50 In a typical month, how many times per month do you attend activities or events in Downtown
Peoria? [ACT3] Mean: 3.00
o 0 (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), 6 (7), 7+ (8)
Q51 In a typical month, how many times per month do you drive to another town to attend
activities or events? [ACT4] Mean: 2.94
o 0 (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), 6 (7), 7+ (8)
Q52 I normally use social media to find out about activities and events in Downtown Peoria.
[COMM1] Mean: 5.11
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q53 I normally use an online calendar to find out about activities and events in Downtown Peoria.
[COMM2] Mean: 3.80
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q54 I normally use email newsletters to find out about activities and events in Downtown Peoria.
[COMM3] Mean: 3.01
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q55 I normally use official event websites to find out about activities and events in Downtown
Peoria. [COMM4] Mean: 4.55
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
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Q61 This question is about improvements or additions to the Downtown area. Please
indicate whether you would personally use or would like to see these improvements or
additions in Downtown Peoria with “1” indicating Very Unlikely to Use/Would Not Like to
See and “10” indicating Very Likely to Use/ Would Like to See.
ADD1: Mean- 4.99
ADD2: Mean- 7.54
ADD3: Mean- 4.67
ADD4: Mean- 4.36
ADD5: Mean- 7.04
ADD6: Mean- 3.56
ADD7: Mean- 7.27
ADD8: Mean- 6.51
Very
Unlikely
/ Would
Not
Like to
See (1)
Free Downtown
Transportation
[ADD1] (1)
More
Convenience/Grocery
Stores [ADD2] (2)
Fitness Centers
(including Riverplex,
Crossfit, ect.) [ADD3]
(3)
Barber Shop/Salon
Services [ADD4] (4)
Outdoor Seating
Areas [ADD5] (5)
Childcare Services
[ADD6] (6)
Food Carts/ Food
Trucks [ADD7] (7)
Public Art [ADD8] (8)
Other [ADD9] (9)
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Q56 This section asks you to consider your overall satisfaction working in Downtown Peoria
on a scale from Strongly Disagree and Strongly Agree.
Q57 I am happy with the location of my employer in Downtown Peoria. [SAT1] Mean: 8.24
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q59 If I was looking for a job, I would prefer it to be in Downtown Peoria. [SAT2] Mean: 5.85
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q60 I would recommend Downtown Peoria as a good place to work. [SAT3] Mean: 6.95
o 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9), 10 (10)
Q62 This final section asks some questions about you personally. The individual
information you provide will not be shared, it will be used to for categorization purposes
only. If you do not wish to answer, please leave the question blank.
Q5 Which company are you employed by? [CAT1]
Q63 Gender: [CAT2] Mean: 1.54
o Male (1), Female (2)
Q64 Age: [CAT3] Mean: 4.28
o <18 (1), 18-24 (2), 25-34 (3), 35-44 (4), 45-54 (5), 55-64 (6), 65+ (7)
Q65 Marital Status: [CAT4] Mean 1.64
o Single (1), Married (2)
Q66 What is your zip code of residence? [CAT5]
Q67 How long have you worked Downtown? [CAT6] Mean: 3.05
o less than a year (1), 1 - 4 years (2), 5 - 10 years (3), 11 - 15 years (4), 16 years + (5)
Q68 How long is your commute to Downtown? [CAT7] Mean: 1.61
o 0-15 minutes (1), 16-30 minutes (2), 31-45 minutes (3), 46-60 minutes (4), 61 minutes + (5)
Q69 Number of children in residence under the age of 18: [CAT8] Mean: 1.90
o None (1), 1 (2), 2 (3), 3 (4), 4+ (5)
Q70 Annual household income: [CAT9] Mean: 4.72
o (1), $25,000-$49,999 (2), $50,000-$74,999 (3), $75,000-$99,999 (4), $100,000-$124,999 (5),
$125,000-$149,999 (6), $150,000 or more (7)
Skip To: End of Survey If Annual household income:() Is Displayed
Q83 Thank you for your time. This study is being conducted by a group of undergraduate students
from Bradley University for our Marketing Research class. Our clients are Peoria’s Downtown
Development Corporation (DDC) and Peoria’s Downtown Advisory Commission (DAC). The goal
of this study is to determine how Downtown Peoria can develop in order to suit the needs of those
who work there.
As you do not work in downtown Peoria, you are not part of our target survey population. We
appreciate your assistance with this project.
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Sampling Plan
Ideal Sampling Plan
Population: Our population is limited to anyone that is currently an employee in downtown Peoria.
We do not care to collect information about past employees or residents in the downtown Peoria
area.
Sampling unit: Our sample unit is individuals who are current downtown Peoria employees.
Identify Sample Frame (Master list of entire population): We could obtain a master sample
frame from the Downtown Development Corporation (DDC)/Downtown Advisory Council
(DAC). They have contacts with all current downtown employers and are our best resource for
putting together this large of a sample frame.
Identify Sampling Approach : We would partake in Cluster Sampling because we are dividing the
population geographically based on who works downtown including all of the various downtown
districts. We want to draw samples from each downtown district.
Discuss How You Would Collect Data :
We would start collecting the data by contacting employers from each downtown district that were
given to us by the Downtown Development Corporation (DDC)/Downtown Advisory Council
(DAC). We would select the employer(s) that best represent the district as a sample and then have
the employers distribute the survey to their individual employees. Giving individual employees a
survey is another method, but we think it would be much less efficient when looking at the return
rates for the survey.

Actual Sampling Plan
Define the Population: Our population is limited to downtown Peoria employees.
Determine Sample Unit: Our sample unit is individuals who are current downtown Peoria
employees.
Discuss how you will collect data: We will collect the data by contacting the employers whose
contact information was sent to us by a representative of the DDC. We will reach out to all of the
HR managers given to us, and have willing employers distribute the survey to individual employees.
Additionally, a representative of the DDC will first contact employers forewarning them that we will
be in contact with them, thus increasing our efficiency to receive survey responses.
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Findings
Respondent Information
When we downloaded the information from Qualtrics into SPSS, there were a total of 356
responses. Once we “cleaned up” the information in SPSS, there were 309 total responses. This is
because we got rid of all surveys that were “partially completed” and all of the responses that were
not applicable. As of May 6th, Qualtrics has 380 total responses. The 380 responses at this point is
just to show you the interest the downtown employees had in the survey.
When analyzing the information, were able to view all of the respondents that listed their
employer. We took this information and divided up all of the major employers and put them into
their respective districts. Please see the corresponding table and graph below:
Company

District

Number of Responses

Austin Engineering

Riverfront District

8

Running Central

Riverfront District

18

Simantel

Riverfront District

29

City of Peoria

Central Business District

59

Merrill Lynch

Central Business District

7

Peoria Public Library

Central Business District

21

Farnsworth Group

Warehouse District

25

Peoria Police Department

Warehouse District

10

Water Street Solutions

Warehouse District

16

WTVP

Warehouse District

8

Peoria Fire Department

East Bluff

7

District Subtotal

208

Other

101
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In order to put the employers into districts, we had to use a map of downtown Peoria. We
decided to use the map that was provided to us. Please see the corresponding map below:
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Categorical Information
At the end of the survey, we asked a total of 9 categorical questions. One of the categorical
questions we asked was about the respondents’ marital status. We did not want to mix good data
with bad data, so we did not include the results in the presentation. Of the 309 respondents, 198
responded “married” and 80 responded “single”. That leaves a total of 31 respondents that did not
answer the question. Another categorical question we asked was for the respondents zip code. Once
again, we did not want to mix good data with bad data, so we did not include the results in the
presentation. As you can imagine, there were many different zip codes and not all of the
respondents answered the question. The next categorical question that we did not include in the
survey was the respondents commute time. This was not included in the presentation because there
was hardly any variance in the answers. Of the responses, 92% of the respondents selected 0-15
minute commute (49%) and 16-30 minute commute (43%).
On the presentation, we only presented on 6 of the 9 categorical questions. Below, you will
see only 5 graphs because the employer breakdown has already been addressed above. Please see the
corresponding graphs below:
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Lunch Findings
When examining overall activities frequented during lunch breaks, we found that
convenience stores were the most frequented activity done by Downtown employees on a weekly
basis. An average employee goes to a convenience store twice in a typical week. The fitness centers
are hardly utilized during lunch breaks, the average employee going less than once a week. Salons
and barber shops are also frequented less than once a week on average, however these provide a
more specialty service that an individual may not need to utilize on a weekly basis.
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Convenience Stores [LUNCHCSTORE]:
In comparing employee lunch breaks and the amount of times an average downtown
employee runs errands we concluded that employees with 60 minute lunch breaks go to a
convenience store over twice as often as an employee with only a 30 minute lunch break.

Barber Shops + Salons during lunch breaks [LUNCHsalon]:
In comparing the amount of time an employee has for lunch and how often on average they
go to a barber shop or salon we noted that a downtown employee that has a 60 minute lunch break
goes to a salon or barber shop over twice as often as an employee with a 30 minute lunch break.
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Food Findings
When looking at the overall averages for where employees go for food during their workday,
restaurants outside Downtown Peoria had the highest average response. The average employee
dines at a restaurant in Downtown Peoria 2.77 times in a typical week, with restaurants inside
Downtown Peoria coming in second with 2.15 times in a typical week. Delivery and Carry-Out
outside Downtown came in third with an average of 1.99 times.

We compared [FOOD1] to employers to see where on average food carts are the most
popular. Merrill Lynch, Simantel, City of Peoria and Farnsworth Group employees on average
utilize food carts two or more times in a typical week.
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In this graph we compared [FOOD8] to [CAT3] to see the variation of average restaurant
satisfaction by age bracket. We noted that employees under the age of 18 were much more satisfied
with the restaurant options downtown than the older employees in the 65+ age bracket. Aside from
the under 18 age bracket, every other age group on average was not very satisfied with the restaurant
options currently available downtown.
Comparison between eating at a restaurant/coffee shop OUTSIDE of Downtown Peoria
versus IN Downtown Peoria DURING their workday

After comparing [FOOD2] and [FOOD3] we noted that on average employees choose to
eat outside of Downtown Peoria during their lunch break 2.77 times a week, and 2.15 times a week
inside Downtown Peoria.
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Comparison between eating at a restaurant/coffee shop OUTSIDE of Downtown Peoria
versus IN Downtown Peoria OUTSIDE OF their workday

After comparing [FOOD4] and [FOOD5] we saw that the average employee is much more
likely to dine outside of Downtown Peoria outside of their workday. On average a Downtown
employee dines outside of Downtown Peoria 3.28 times in a typical week, whereas only 1.8 times
Downtown.
Comparison between ordering delivery/carry-out OUTSIDE of Downtown Peoria versus IN
Downtown Peoria

When comparing [FOOD6] and [FOOD7] we saw that an average Downtown employee
prefers going outside of Downtown Peoria to order delivery or carry-out. In a typical week an
employee orders delivery/carry-out about two times from outside of Downtown Peoria, and about
1.52 times in Downtown Peoria.
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Parking Findings

Above is a graphical representation of parking overall averages based on [PARK1-9]
excluding [PARK2] and [PARK4] because they do not have means. The average answer for distance
to parking spot is smaller than other averages because the responses are on a different scale (see
questionnaire). The lowest mean of 2.69 on reversed angled parking reflects the negative feelings
that 44% of respondents felt towards reversed angled parking.

The chart above is based off responses to [PARK 1] and [PARK3]. Employees who work in
Downtown Peoria are significantly more likely to park in free street parking or metered/paid street
parking outside the workday than during the workday. Employees who work in Downtown Peoria
are significantly more likely to park in a parking lot provided by their work during the workday than
outside the workday. The other category of parking included alternative transportation options, such
as the bus or a bike, Liberty Park, and “Anywhere - Lots of Space.” There is no significant
difference between where people park outside the workday and what district they work in. However,
employees in the Central Business District are significantly more likely to park in a Parking Garage
Provided by Work or in a Free Parking Lot than the Riverfront District and the Warehouse District.
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The chart above is based off responses to [PARK5]. 95% of Downtown Peoria employees
walk between 0 and 5 minutes to their work location from their parking spot. The other 5% of
respondents to this question walk between 6 and 10 minutes to their work location from their
parking spot. This finding is important because it demonstrates that Downtown Peoria is doing a
great job of providing convenient parking for Downtown employees.

From Strongly Disagree (0) to Strongly Agree (10)
The chart above is based off responses to [PARK6]. This question produced the most
significant results from the entire parking section. 44% of respondents to this question responded
with the most negative answer (0) to reverse angled parking.
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From Strongly Disagree (0) to Strongly Agree (10)

The chart above is based off responses to [PARK8] and [PARK9]. There was no significant
difference between different districts and security of leaving one’s car Downtown. There was also no
significant difference between leaving one’s car Downtown during the workday versus outside the
workday.
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Cleanliness Findings

This chart shows the means for both the Cleanliness and Safety questions in the survey. We
can see the means stay at average until it gets to the Day Safety with a mean of 7.99.

In our survey we included questions on cleanliness in order to see Downtown Peoria
employees’ perception. The first question [CLEAN1] was asked in order to see if employees were
happy with the cleanliness of Downtown Peoria. The overall average response was 5.38, but 21% of
the respondents ended up rating the cleanliness 7 out of a 10 point scale. With the second question
on cleanliness [CLEAN2] it asked whether employees could find trash cans easily. This question has
an average response of 5.94. We feel these averages aren’t too much of a concern. Although there
could be improvements made we believe there isn’t much of a concern on how many trash cans
there are. There was a correlation between cleanliness and satisfaction that will be mentioned later,
but overall we feel that this isn’t much of a concern.
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Safety Findings

In our survey we asked five questions concerning the safety of Downtown Peoria in order to
see the responses we would get from employees. There was a significant relationship between
[SAFE1], [SAFE2], [SAFE3], [SAFE4], but [SAFE5] did not fall within that relationship. One of the
biggest findings was the differences in response from [SAFE1] and [SAFE2]. Employees felt safer in
the Downtown Peoria area in the day than at night. The average for safety at night dropped down
two percentage points. We also found that employees in the Warehouse District felt safer than those
in the Riverfront District at night. [SAFE2] Warehouse District (6.44) highest mean of all the
districts and Riverfront District (4.89) with the lowest mean. Also, that those employees in the
Warehouse District felt there was more police presence than those in the Riverfront District.
[SAFE4] Warehouse District (6.36) highest mean of all the districts and Riverfront District (4.71)
with the lowest mean. Overall, we feel the difference in safety response from the Warehouse District
and Riverfront district is a concern and should be something that is monitored more. We
recommend doing further investigation on how the Warehouse District deals with safety as
compared to the Riverfront District.
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Activities Findings

From Strongly Disagree (0) to Strongly Agree (10)
The chart above is based off responses to [ACT1] and [ACT2]. There is not a significant
difference between event or activity attendance on weekdays versus weekends in Downtown Peoria.

From 0 times per month to 7+ times per month
The chart above is based off responses to [ACT3] and [ACT4]. There is not a significant
difference between event or activity attendance in Downtown Peoria versus in other nearby towns.
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Communication Findings

On average, respondents are slightly more likely to use social media than email newsletters to find
out about events/activities in Downtown Peoria.

From Strongly Disagree (0) to Strongly Agree (10)
The chart above is based off responses to [COM1], [COM2], [COM3], and [COM4].
Respondents indicated they are slightly less likely to rely on email newsletters than any other form of
communication to find out about events and activities in Downtown Peoria. Respondents are
slightly more likely to use social media than any other form of communication to find out about
events and activities in Downtown Peoria.
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Additions to Downtown
When creating the survey, we wanted to have a section of questions dedicated to peoples
thoughts on what would be a good addition to the Downtown. The question stated: “Please indicate
whether you would personally use or would like to see these improvements or additions in
Downtown Peoria with “1” indicating Very Unlikely to Use/Would Not Like to See and “10”
indicating Very Likely to Use/ Would Like to See.” Please see the corresponding graphs below:

● 40% of people responded with a “10” score for “More Convenience/Grocery Stores”
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● 41% of people responded with a “1” score for “Childcare Services”

● 30% of people responded with a “10” score for “Food Carts/Trucks”
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Respondents’ Satisfaction
When we asked the respondents’ about their satisfaction, we took the average of each
satisfaction question we asked. We asked a total of three satisfaction questions.Please see the
Corresponding graph below:

● 48% of people responded with a “10” score for “Happy with Location”

● 27% of people responded with a “10” score for “Recommend Downtown”
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Once we had this information, we analyzed the information more and found some relationships to
individual questions and satisfaction. Please see the information below:
Park Questions 8 and 9
●
I feel secure leaving my car in Downtown parking during the workday.
●
I feel secure leaving my car in Downtown parking outside of the workday.
Clean Question 1
●
I am happy with the overall cleanliness of Downtown Peoria.
Safe Questions 1 and 4
●
I feel safe walking to/from my workplace when it is light out.
●
There is an appropriate police presence in Downtown Peoria that makes me feel safe.
Activity Question 2
●
I attend activities in Downtown Peoria on the weekends.
Once we had this information, we went ahead and analyzed the information even further.
We decided to look at each individual district to see if there was a relationship to satisfaction. Please
see the information below:
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There was a relationship with districts and satisfaction questions 1 & 3
●
I am happy with the location of my employer in Downtown Peoria.
●
I would recommend Downtown Peoria as a good place to work.
Respondents preferred to work in the Warehouse District compared to the Central Business
District.
Net Promoter for Recommending Downtown Peoria as A Good Place to Work

Column 1: 1-6
Detractor

Column 2: 7-8
Passive

Column 3: 9-10
Promoter

The Net Promoter chart above allows us to see what people are saying about the [SAT3]
question in the survey. The question asked whether the employee would recommend Downtown
Peoria as a good place to work. Based on the results from the survey, we can see that 40% was the
highest percentage response. This means that 40% of the respondents have scored the Downtown
Peoria workplace from 1-6. Those that fall within the range of 1-6 are known as detractors, which
means that they generally aren’t saying good things. The next highest percentage was 36% and that
fell within the 9-10 score range. This group is known as the Promoter and they are the ones that are
saying good things about the Downtown Peoria workplace. The last group had 25% of the
respondents and they scored the question 7-8. This group is known to be passive and they are
neutral. Overall, you can see the highest responses fell within the Detractor group, but the Promoter
was the second highest.
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Recommendations and Final Thoughts
In this final section after carefully analyzing our findings, we have come up with a list of
recommendations and final thoughts for Downtown Peoria to consider for future reference. In
terms of parking, employees collectively decided that they strongly dislike having to reverse angle
park downtown. It could greatly benefit Downtown employees if there was some leniency with this
rule. On the other hand employees are pleased with the quick walk time from their car to
workplace, the vast majority of people only have to walk 0-5 minutes. There was not a significant
difference between the feeling of security of parking during the workday versus outside of the
workday. Keep up the good work!
For Downtown activities, there was not a significant difference between the attendance of
activities and events on the weekdays versus the weekends in Peoria or in other towns. With that
being said, in the future you could possibly utilize another survey to ask Downtown Peoria
employees what kinds of events they would be interested in attending in the future to increase
turnout. The majority of employees stated that social media is the main way they find out about
events and activities going on Downtown, and that many employees do not read newsletters. In the
future you could utilize social media pages more to reach out to a significant amount of your
audience, and possibly focus less on the newsletters.
For Downtown amenities, employees go to convenience stores most often in a typical week.
Fitness centers are not utilized during lunch breaks, the average employee only goes to the gym
during lunch 0.95 times in a typical week. For food, many employees choose to go outside of
Downtown both during and outside of their work day to dine and order carry-out/delivery. In a
future survey you could focus on what kinds of restaurants employees would like to see Downtown,
and what they specifically like and dislike about the current restaurants that are available. Employee
satisfaction with their location downtown had many high responses, with 48% of people responding
with a “10” score for “Happy with Location”. So some research specifically focusing on food
options could really positively benefit overall satisfaction. Downtown cleanliness did not seem to be
a problem, so keep up the great work with that! When it comes to making additions to the
Downtown, many people wanted a grocery/convenience store (40% of respondents answered with a
“10”).
Finally, for safety there was a significantly large difference between employees feeling safe
during the day versus at night, particularly in the Riverfront District. The Riverfront District had a
much lower score for perceived safety, and the Warehouse District had the highest overall safety
score. The safety in all areas needs to be improved if you want to improve the overall satisfaction.
We thank the DDC for allowing us to conduct this research for you. This project has
allowed us the opportunity to use the skills taught to us in the classroom and implement them in real
life. We hope you find our research useful, and wish you the best moving forward!
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